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0 of 0 review helpful W E B DuBois 1903 classic By Clinton Hollister This one should be a must read to all who 
really care about race relations in America now it s more relevant than ever At the low price everyone can afford it It 
would really help us all to understand who the people are that we tend to lump together and stereotype Highly 
recommended 1 of 1 review helpful W E B DuBoi Du Bois 1903 collection of essays is a thoughtful articulate 
exploration of the moral and intellectual issues surrounding the perception of blacks within American society For more 
than seventy years Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English speaking world With 
more than 1 700 nbsp titles Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and 
across genres and disciplines Readers trust the nb com William Edward Burghardt Du Bois 1868 1963 is the greatest 
of African American intellectuals a sociologist historian novelist and activist whose astounding career spanned the 
nation s history from Reconstruction to the civil rights movement Born in 
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